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GROWTH OF TOWNS

•■;■■■■

Prom the beginning of tlie'ninGtoenth osntury> Africa's historical

oentres found themselves outstripped "by new-type, initially isolated*^
creations like Khartoum, f oundod hy the Us^ptiahs and Zansibar reborn
under the'Masqat Arabs - a "&ovcl"opri?:\t that "became nore general, and

above all endowed with better resources, Idter, when the continent; was
carved up by the colonial Powers in 1885-

But it was only with the

Second World War that some of tie oolonir-1 capitals began to grow

inordinately and to create the problems they now present to the newly
independent African States,

Like other colonial phenomena, this urban

upsurge was a manifestation of a "proj-cotod" economy, mado possible by
large-scale investments whose profitability is now in doubt*
Although African oensu.ses are often rather rudimentary, it is

:

possible to determine certain fundamental tendencies of urban commu
nities, the first of i-rhick is ra;:id growth.

The rate ox growth for

the:28 cities of 100,000 inhabiteits and over was of about 4.per cent,

for the period 1-931-1948 and 5 per cent Sor 1.948-1960, with important
regional variations during tfco latter period^ which saw the rate df

growth pass the 8 per ce.it in Central diid. West Africa (not including
Nigeria) •

Nigeria must be considered s^parat^ly, beoaus.e 'urban life

there is so widespread and of such ancient origins,
such as Lagos and Kano* crow

of other urban areas,

that large towns,

up to c. certain &::tent at the expense

Even so,

the population of totms over 20,000

inhabitants grew frcn 6.7 por ccr.b of tho total population in 1931»

up to 9*6 per cent in 1952-1953 (18 per ocnt at places over 5,000).
This rate of ur'uin growth is c:_"^ivalcnt to ;;hat it was in England on

the eve of tho industrial revolution (40).
From the point of view of dovelopr^nt?

it must be remembered that

the population may be regarded ao an investment, with, like any other
investment, its negative aspoot.

While an increased population ulti

mately represents greater productive capacity,

that population must

sek/urb/af/iv
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know how to work} nor must we forget the time that must elapse "between

birth and entry into the active population.

In other terms (and we

shall see that the situation.remains similar from many other points of
view),, an increase in urben population must "on pain of death" spell

.

higher production in the secondary sector (especially industrial) or
in:th* tertiary sector (whether government or commercial)*
GROWTH OP 28 CITIES

with more than 100,000 inhabitants in I960
NIGERIA

WEST AFRICA

(Dakar, Abidjan, Conakry, Bamako,

Acora, Kumasi, Seoondi-Takoradi)
1931 -

1948 -

203,800 (yearly growth)

551,300 m + 6.03 per cent

(Lagos, Ibadan, Kano. Oshogbp,

Ogbomosho, Ife, Iwo)
1931 -

826,700

1952 -53 -1,292,300

(yearly growth)

+ 2,15 per oent

i960 - 1,393,800 m + 8.03 per cent
CENTRAL AFRICA

Cbouala, Leopoldville, Luanda,

Blizabethville, Salisbury, Bula-

wayo, Lourengo-Harques)
1931 1948- -

218,700
.529,400

I960 - i,440>800

EAST AFRICA

(Addis Ababa, Khartoum-Omdurman,
Nairobi, Mombasa, Dar-es-Salaam,

Mogadiscio, Tananarive)
1931 -

+ 5»33 per cent
+ 8.70 per cent

1948 -

I960 -

369,900
1,054,100
1,617,900

+ 6.35 Per oent
+ 3.63 peir cent
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TYPES OF URBANIZATION MOVEMENTS

The economic structur* nf African towns varies with the manner

in which various functions - trade," transport, industry and administra
tion - combine, and also with their size.

This combination is linked

with production methods and population density.

The nature of urban

life and the problems it raises vary according to whether the district

is a fairly well populated agricultural one or a mining area to which
workers come from afar,. Production - even agricultural production r becomes of great importance as soon as it is commercialized. Cash
orops tie the rural family to the urban centre where7they sell the
produce and buy manufactured .articles.

In the countrymanrs .mind,

these articles are associated with the town, and ..the growing place
they are assuming in his life, automatically, enhances the importance
of the monetary factor. At least temporary migration may be essential
to the aoguisitipn of a wage that wiU enable, him to purchase —
manufactured articles or, more simply, to pay taxes, levied by an■
authority centred in. the town.

.

.

... .

..

, ■

■

r, Generally; speaking, urban growth is needed to enable main crops

to be exported by suitable commercial and transport services (ground
nuts in the case of Dakar; groundnuts, palm-oil .and.cocoa in that of
Lagos; etc.). Industry has caused inhabited islets to-emerge in
desert or semi-desert areas (e.g. Katanga and the Goppar Belt, the
Rand in South Africa, etc.); but industrialization.and urbanization
do not march so closely hand in hand as they;(did dn the Western world
during the 19th century industrial revolution. These factors are in
fact regionally distributed, in. Africa, and the.various, types of urban
structures predominate, similarly.

. ,

■

..

In West Africa,.the general population' density is fairly high,
agriculture reigns supreme, and wage-earners represents very small
proportion of the total population.

These tend to mass on the coasts

,
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"but even in the coastal "belt many town-dwellers are not wage-earners,
but rather traders and craftsmen.

An agricultural economy requires

ports for the export of its main crops.

It has "been written that the

steep increase in exports over the last thirty years has "been
accompanied by a corresponding expansion of these centres - but the

"relation is hard to check, and much more doubtful than seems often

to be believed-

Manufactures follow tlie movement the more faithfully

in that they &&& of ten devoted to the iirboessirig of certain agricul
tural products (e.g. the oil factory at Dakar); but industry in general
is surprisingly undeveloped. '

In West Africa, the towns of the interior are. mainly, iCp

tioti nuclei and trading oentres required for marketing tjie .staple ■-,,, ^
crops (Ibadan, Kano in Nigeria, Bamako in^Mali).

In such qas^s there-

is usually a closer connexion between, the town and the afUJapervt rural^
population than in ports.

Ibadan is much more markedly a Yoruba city

than Lagos, and Kano (despite the presence of a ..turbu^en^ minority
living in the "Sabon Gari", i.e. the "new town") is a larger version
of the traditional structure of the towns of central and western Sudan,
aa was ..observed more than1 a'century ago by Barth,

In Central Africa> on the other hand, population is generally less
dense and the wage-earners represent a higher proportion,

especially in

Congo (Leopoldville)if we exclude its Katangan extremity, which is too
akin to southern Africa.

In that region,

a,pretty substantial;propertion

of the labour force is employed by foreign concerns, which in fact com

plain that they cannot find enough, .though they
from" very distant places. Until quite recently,

do not draw in recruits
the mining industry.seemed

bound to be confined to Katanga, so that the large towns now existing there

resepible those of West Africa" in type.

There, too,- it-'is'agriculture that

keeps^ them alive, at least, indirectly,' by enabling the transport and'export
services,

the"food industries and "trading"

to

thrive-
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Southern- Africa is distinguished from Central Africa by the size

Of the mining industry and the European element.

The mines and

international recruitment were the basis of its urbanization; but

the:real towns (as distinct from the mere mining camps) were slow to
grow, the case of Johannesburg reflecting the very special growth

conditions in South Africa, outside Tropical Africa.

Favpured by the

olimate and the sparse local population9 the foreign-owned plantations
in that region expanded to a sufficient extent to permit the develop

ment of population centres that are at one and the same time market-

towns,, and capitals, (erg, Salisbury) or communication nuclei (e.g«
Bulawayo),; .■■...
'-'

,

■ . ,

., .

In East Africa, from Tanganyika to Sudan, population and mineral

resources are spaise.

Hence the rate of urbanization there is

generally low, and almost every country has a capital that leaves all

its other urban centres far behind.

Nairobi and Khartoum Mve

prospered through exceptional agricultural developments (the "White

Highlands" in the former case, the "Ghezira" in the latter).

The most

characteristic feature of the population in this region is the age-old
high proportion of Asians, attracted in the first plaoe by trading
prospects and often :held later hy political attachments.

In the first

oentury of our era> thecanbnymous author of the "Periplus of the
Eritrean Sea" described how the Yemenite and Hadramautian Arabs
haunted thiscoast and reduced it to a protectorate of the most
powerful of their own kings.

Social conditions vary from town to town, depending on techniques,
._"-■■

. .-■,

■

.'■ ■

■ ■

■ i: .j'

the ethnic gradation of trades and crafts, the role played by

■.. >'

foreigners, detachment from the rural environment and other factors
that influence community structures.

However, it is such a short time

sinoe the urban economy arose and division of labour oocurred, and
skills are still so rudimentary, that there are yet to be found
everywhere certain<common socio-economic structural features, and in
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particular the predominance of certain ethnic groups,-whether African

or foreign, that occupy the leading positions and remain socially
separated from the masses;

Some see everywhere the disintegration

of extended family,-1 paternal authority and family solidarity.' It is
said1that the family is becoming not only less stable but also more
isolated and that, left to their own resources, the members of the
:ffamily are Seeking substitute groupsConnected with their trades,

"religion or recreations+

Suoh observations are perhaps tainted with

ethnocentrl;sm, in Northern Nigeria^"'thV divorce rate decreases with

higher standards'of living

(12O).

A^'Accra members of minorities'

are tightening up their tribal and family relationships (89).

Mrs.

S. ComhsLir-e-Sylvainrt; working in Lea,.p©3.dville, Lagos^.anicL A44i_s_.Ababa
in turn, not,ed g^eat ;diff;erences between, these towns and, at the same
time, -,one oommon.^lew, namely, that-the family's; urban situaition
everywhere depon^ .on.how it ,-waB where it came from - and that
necessarily th@ .countryside*

■

TYPES OF UHBAIJ

.

.

:

(

.j
.

rf4,t.first .sight, towns grow up eachr;so much in 4ts,:>pwn; particular

way that it seems,; questionable whether th-er;e is anything;:<sommon at all
in th-eir inctiyidual conformation,

I!n point of fact, huiaan beings,-.■.-.■

wherey©2?.-they ;may be, tend^to form groups in accardano.e with certain
universal principles-

,Mhen some authority or other directs the

rational creation of a town,

or of a district in a town,

"board pattern is nearly always adopted and,

.

the ...chessrr

since this deliberate

operation is often linked up with colonial enterprise, the town, (or
district) is designated as "colonial" or "American".

In Tropical

Africa, Saint Louis, Freetown and Port Louis arose in that fashion, ;
as

early as

the

eighteenth century.

Wher-e tijLere is no intervention by soap conscious authority, the

urban centres-;tend, to deyelPP.. .li^e spiderfl£ .webs from tlj.e centre of.,
whioh highways radiate out to the exterior.

Thus emerges on the spot

sm/ueb/af/i
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the conorete fact that a town cannot be conceived in isolation,
its inhabitants cannot survive,without a network Qf. roads

communication with the countryside.

that

ensuring

The situation of a tojwnis thus

comparable to the human heart fed by the circulatory system.
In Tropical Africa,

the difficulty of maintaining the roads has

increased,the difficulty of keeping urban life going,
importance of sea routes is completely self-evident,

and the
since many towns

are seaports,«- which fact reflects exceptional, dependence on overseas

trade in the urban eoonomy.

We must not, however, exaggerate s 15 out

of 28 cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants

interior.
roads.

are situated in the

Of these, 3 are river ports and 12 purely interior cross

Their growth has been decisively influenced by the railways,

and, despite the 'growing importance of other modes of transport,
their conformation, in its main features, is still determined by the
railways.
Where a town is not modelled on the chess—board or. spider's-web

pattern (laid out to suit communications with the exterior), major
obstacles, chiefly physical (e.g. the shores of an island, if the
town began on an island), but sometimes political and social, (e.g.
segregation of,ethnic.groups), may be expected to exist.
Seaports

The first foreign-trade stations in Africa, whether Asian or

Europeantowere islands near the coast regarded as suitable for the
establishment ofj£orts.

Only two .--.of them, Lagos and Mombasa,':are

still -important to&ay^but among the new ports their

recalled by that ;of Abidjan. /

■

■:

.:

conformation is

'■

:

■

'"" The configuration of Xagos is still dominated by the basic fact
that it started on an island, i.e. that land was difficult to find.
Old Lagos, i.e.utHe 19th-century town, is divided into 3 partsL1
correspondingi'-'to the initial, settlement of the main population groups!

;; r:;

di

The original nucleus, which goes back to the 16th .penjtury,

v

'

with its houses arranged in circles (rather than §treets}>o

:•■;

around the palaces of chiefs and, in particular, of the oba

("king").
; :

.

2.

'"■:•■■■

Prom its earliest beginnings it has1 teen "mainly

populated by Yoruba, but has.also many Hausa.

The "Brazilian" ..district, founded to the East of the .above.:,

by Africans retwjfting from Brazil and Sierra Leon.e in- the■■,';
middle of the last century,^ whioh now aitraots Ibp and other
immigrants from Eastern Nigeria. '

3.
t

,.,. ....,: -h

The southernriooast of the island, which was, developed by

^

. Jguropeans, divided into a port and,trading- district, to the
.,, .np^-tOi-westi^aad a government arid cultural .institution "district,

to the ^outb-west.

Aboirfc 1900, the expansion of the- f&r'st-^''

continental suburb was favoured by the railway?,whi^.,
policy of rapial segregation introduced by Lord

1914 resulted ^n.^he creation of a white reserve at

'■'"'east of J6ld LagpSr,, It should be noted iji'at in West Afri-ca- ■ ■'■■
ix was the^whites who isolated themselves in special districts,
whereas south of .the Equator ■■■they applied segregation in the

opposite direction, i.e. by putting limits to the Africans
living space rather than their own.

:

After the first world war, the government attemg&fi&'-io relieve the.
congestion in Old Lagos by establishing the reaidentiaa!xarea of Yaba,

to the north'of Ebute Metta.

It was not, Jiowever, until about 1950 that,

as a result of the much-discussed activities qf^a-Botafird^wHich oompleted

the planning of a central, port and industrial, area anjcL,.^ residential

suburb.s at the northern,- South-western' and eastern limit©: ctf\ the built-" '
up area; Lagos, assumed a'really'new look'.

,.;+

.

v

Peninsulas, more readily than islands, hav^oriabled-ports to
become iimportant-towns:"

e.g. Dakar, Luanda, Cape Town and Durban.

'

'
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The exceptional position of the Cape Verde peninsula, at the Western
limit of the African Continent and even of the Old World* dominates
the history and lay-out of Dakar.

An early establishment on the Island

of Goree having been sacrificed for the sake of Saint-Louis, it was
only with reluctance that the French returned to those regions where

in 1862 a far-seeing governor planned the chess-board lay-out of a
completely modern town with, a port facing inland, i.e. very safe, and

a residential district on the "plateau" of the peninsula.

Although a

great coaling station for steam navigation, nevertheless, because

of the competition from Rufisque and Saint-Louis, Dakar progressed

slowly, even after the construction of a railway and the constitution
of Frenoh West Africa.; After the First World War, trade in groundnuts
and, later, the groundnut industry were concentrated there, and
immigrants, mostly Ooulofs, crowded together in the "Medina", a slum

.-:-.
:

set back from the port.

Here again, the Second World War was followed by the establish-

"

ment of a multi-purpose capital, but the groimd.was,used to better

advantage than elsewhere.

The old districts:expanded vertically, while

very methodical betterment was carried out in the north-western half

of the peninsula (a series of suburbs leading out to a new aerodrome,
of the luxury type on the coast, low-cost inland) and on the isthmus
which joins the peninsula to the continent, where small industrial
towns clustered.

Inland towns9T.ype A

It is noteworthy that river towns are as rare in Tropical Africa
as they are numerous in other continents.

The only ones of great

importance are Leopoldville and Khartoum-Omdurman, although there are
several smaller river towns, such as Brazzaville, Bamako, etc..

Leopoldville grew out of an African "cite" and a group of stores
and workshops which arose around the landing-stage whence, in 1881,

Stanley launched the first steamer to ply in Central Africa.

This part

sem/oeb/af/i -■■
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of the town, which is known as Kintambo or "Leo II", continued to l©ad
its own life as provincial capital.

Sight kilometres away, the town

of Kinshasa or "Leo-Bat", "began to expand about 1912, comprising the
same three principal divisions at the first, but on a larger soale.

The space in between, which was named Kalina, was in 1922 designated
as the seat of the central government; but it remained almost

uninhabited until after the Second World War, and even today a large
part of it is occupied by the military camp which played such a large
part in the events of I960.

The year 1952 may be regarded as decisive,

because it saw the establishment of a "Board" which established more, :
and more "cites" on the unoccupied land to the south of the city.

Up

to the last moment the Belgian authorities attempted to maintain; the.
principle of racial segregation by channeling the expanding white

population towards the eastern part of the new land$ but, two groups

of European workmen and traders established themselves outside this
plan-*"

'

u

:

South of the Equator, beoause of the importance of the non-African
element in their developments Nairobi, Slizabethtille and Salisbury
represent a different kind of torn.

Starting with a railway workshop,

it was only with some misgiving that Nairobi was proclaimed .capital,
the idea being that it would serve as a market for the planters who
were to be'settled in the "White Highlands".

From the outset, the

small traders mainly Indians who came up from Mombasa, the big medieval
port which, until about 1940, was bigger than Nairobi.

As there was" '

no lack of land, the town developed with remarkable luxury.

The whites

spread westwards to live on estates modelled on those of rural England

but not very, compatible, with the necessities of urban life, while an
Indian district grew up north.of the .station and the business centre. "
There was only a very small African district, to the east,; only,:aduit
males being welcome in town and being generally housed in out-buildings,
of non-African landownerae

:

sem/deb/af/i
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Despite a different tradition,

the post—war period saw an upsurge

of Nairobi similar to that of other African capitals.

But in 1951 >

the

Mau Mau cut this upsurge short and brought about the expulsion of many

inhabitants who belonged to the neighbouring A-Kikuyu tribe.
was rapid, however,

Reoovery

and today the inhabitants of Nairobi number 250,000,

which is the figure estimated for 1970 (

)-.

This type of develop

ment, which is characterized by the importance of the non-African

element (it is not only a question 6f numbera) is found elsewhere in.
irtie "highlands south of the Equator, e*g. at Salisbury and Bliz&bethville.
In the latter case it is aooompsnied by a noteworthy expansion in

m±Hihg> which has its own special features,
."[or1-.

, .:■

Inland towns»

.

■

Type B

■ -

.

■

North of latitude 6nS, the zone which extends to the Sahara,
crossing the whole of Africa, has for thousands of years, been.the

favourite scene for purely African urbanization.

are unique towns there.

Even today there

On the one hand, there is Ibadan (the biggest

oity between Cairo and Johannesburg), with the other Yoruba townships
in its immediate environs and, further north, Kano and the other old
towns bordering the Sahara*

On the other hand,

there are Addis Ababa

and Om&urman, the latter still preserving its originality in face of

Western Khartoum,

The newest.of these cities (ibadan, Omduxman and

Addis Ababa) have grown into immunerable distinct communities* grouped
around chiefs' residences or markets in unbroken circles rather than
in streets.

Their lay—outs are the despair of Western town—planners"

and impair the integration of the whole; but they do have great social
value, because the faot that each person lives in his community kills
the feeling of isolation that characterises Western towns.

Through

these townships the town-planners have laid imposing thoroughfares

which are ill-suited to the real needs of the inhabitants.

Although

they have helped to facilitate motor traffic (in towns where the motor
oar is still a luxury reserved for the privileged few, including a
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large proportion of foreigners), It .has nevertheless proved nearly

impossible in these towns to produce real business centres in which

all the main activities are concentrated, as in towns in the United
States*

,

. Old cities like Kano present a different aspect *- the. result of
Slow, oenturies-old development, resembling in its phases and results

that of medieval European towns. . They are the "cobweb" towns, created
by masses of farmers and traders carving their paths to,the central
market, whereas the residents gathered in the gaps between these paths.*
along lanes practically closed to traffic.

It should benoted,

however, that trade alone would not have sufficed to -transform market-

towns into cities; that transformation was due to industries, such
as the manufacture of "morocco" leather, which, in fact, comes from
Kano.

Soviet historians have shown medieval European towns developed

more through handicrafts than through trade (96).
POPULATION

.

: ■

.

Observation of the urbanization process in Western countries has '"

revealed the emergence of new forms of social behaviour affecting

births, marriages and deaths, and generally taking the form of a
reduction in the rates of these three demographic factors, and
especially the sub-factor:

infantile mortality.

In Tropical Africa, the position is still different for the
mcaent..

...

There are more births in the towns,than,in the country. ,

at rates,.eyc,eeding 4 per cent, inflated, it is true.., by the inordinate
proportion of. reproductive age and the numbers of^countrywomen who ;rr .
have their confinements, in .town,.. .The. death-rate, ,on. the other .liand,

.^

has considerably, decreased, often, to half the birtli-rate;. but, while

.

the general rate is now comparable to the Western.rate, infantile

mprtality remains high.

;,_ rf..

Here it should be recalled that in the West

(

the drop in the birth-rate came much later than that in the <leath-rate.

sbm/uhb/ap/i.
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Lives are automatically saved by rising standards of living, medical

care and,

above all,

the spreading knowledge of hygiene; but the drop.

in the number of bifi&s has been the result of a slow evolution, which,
because of the combination of socio-economic and psychological factors
involved, has not yet been entirely explained.

.

.

:

What strikes the mind initially in Tropical Africa is the existence

of traditional factors that swell the birth-rate.

The clan can

survive only through children; it marries its women young and instils

in them a strong desire to procreate.

In the traditional environment/

however, fertility was rather low? being no more - in so far as it:can be

estimated - than 35 per cent.
birth-rate,

For custom also puts checks on the

the most effective being the separation of husband and

wife fdr two or three years after-each birth.

. - ■:

What will be the effect of urbanization on this situation?

■

■
The

traditional check supplied by separation is affected by'a combination
of factors in which the Christian message is mingled with the

existence of supplies of powdered milk, which enable several children
to be fed at once.

The urban structure per se seems likely to be even

more effective, in (apparently) destroying the social edifice of the
clan and transforming men into workers under individual contra©ts;^.v£"
obliged.to count their pennies.

Moreover, the most obvious clan-

suryival is a form of parasitism ...that exerts a pressure opposite to
i .that exerted in the past:

the ciLan "brothers" are much more interested

::in their share of the victim's wages than in the now gratuitous honour
, of having a host of nephews and cousins.

,

.. ,

Accordingly, we may predict a drop in the birth-rate in>the"4towne

and cities of Tropical Africa,

of two illusionss

so long as we do not harbour either

we must not expeGt this drop in the immediate* .or.

even the fairly near, future ^ nor must we believe in the inevitability

of complete identification between Tropical Africa and the West.
rates are after all mainly a matter for the women,

and they have

Biarth■
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succeeded remarkably well in maintaining their traditions, while

adapting themselves just as remarkably to new living conditions.

One

possibility that must therefore be foreseen is that 'their attitude in
this connexion may remain different from that of their Western sisters.
In Lagos,

the demographic situation appears oddly antiquated, with

the apparent stabilization of the population at the level of 118 men
for every 100 women in1950*

In Leopoldville, the African population

has increased still more rapidly than in Lagos,
last twenty years,

especially over the

and this increase has been accompanied by marked

■■.

demographio changes, although the proportion of men to women has stood
between 170*100 and 200:100 since 1937.

The most striking increase

has oocurred in the child-population, which increased tenfold betwe&i
1940 and. 1955,-as against a sixfold-rise in the adult population.

We

may therefore conoluqLe that, the urban population is stabilized,.,

especially families.

But the birth-ra^e rose from 3.4 per cent, in 1950

to 5 per cent in 1955, while infantile mortality fell from 19-6 per ..
cent to 14 per cent over, the same, period and the death-rate dropped from
12.1 per cent to 9*8 par pent between 1952 and 1955Migration

r

;
-

,

t
' ■

'

Migration plays a fundamental role in African life, both rural
and urban.

The expansion of towns is due'far more to the flight from

"the land than to natural growth, despite the scope of the latter.

While

it is not often possible to obtain figures for migrants, some indication

oan be obtained from age pyramids.
involves complete-families.

For the flight from the land seldom

Hence those urban centres that have--

received many migrants in recent times have an inordinate proportion

of young, and especially male, adults, whereas the 15-20' age group', i.e.
those just under the usual age at which the flight from the land takes
plaoe, is particularly small compared with the next group in the
pyramid.

-
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In the case of Lagos, there is no source of information on the

length of stay in the city5 "but the proportion of inhabitants born in

the city fell from 42 per cent in 1931 to 36 per cent in 1950, and
censuses indicate a rate of increase'well above the difference between

the death-rates and birth-rates, reaching an annual maximum of 5,8
per cent in 1901-10, compared with 1.3 per cent for the preceding 30
years and with 2.9 per cent for the following 30 years.

In recent

years immigrants have been coming mainly from eastern Nigeria, where

11 per cent of the 1950 population were born, as against 4 per cent
of the 1931 population.

The Ibo of eastern Nigeria were the only

tribe to emigrate to Lagos in substantial numbers, after the Yoruba,
who oome not only from the neighbourhood of Lagos but even from all
over Nigeria,

This inflow of Ibo contrasts with the drop in Hausa

immigration, and this change has important socio-economic consequences,
as the Ibo are about 95 per cent Christian and educated (no more than

19.4 per cent illiterate).

The Hausa, on the other hand, are Muslims

(93 per cent) and generally illiterate (66.2 per cert)(85).
In rspite of the high birth-rate, the population of Leopoldville
has inoreasei chiefly through immigration.

Between 1945 and 1955,

the average annual number of arrivals amounted to 25,000, and of
departures to 5,000.

In 1955, only 25-9 per cent of the inhabitants

had been born in the city, 80 per cent of these being children under
15 years of age.

years*; residence.

On the other hand, 38.4 per cent had less than 5

Two-thirds of the population come from the

Leopoldville province itself, which is largely populated by Bakongo.
The neighbouring territories of Angola and former French Equatorial
Africa serve Only to strengthen the Bakongo element, so that the oi-by

is definitely dominated by that ethnic group, which" is characterized :
by the matrilineal family system and its much too easily forgotten
oontacts with Europeans since 1482, ■
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The contrast "between the Bafcongo and the "Bangala" (the tribal
name tended in the city to all non-Bakongo) is striking, though there
are few statistics available to bear it out.

Reference may be. made to

the 1954 survey of independent workers, which revealed that the latter

made up 3.6 per oent of the original population of Equator Province
and 5-6 per cent of the foreign population, while they represented

only 1.3 per cent of the original inhabitants of Leopoldville Province,
The gradual decline of the Bangala has ruined the hopes placed in them
by the Belgian authorities and missionaries, who had imposed their

language (Lingala) on the Army and hoped it would be reoognized as the.
national language of the whole Congo, and especially of the entire"
urban community of Leopoldville, which would thus have acquired an
inter-tribal character.
Concentration in large cities

,

Like the general problem of under-developraent, the question of
urbanization in Africa, Considered in iis economic aspects, is one of
poverty .and hunger,

of masses of human beings seeking their.livelihood.

The economics concerned are much more than "under-developed.!** . they
are "dislocated" or "unbalanced".

In them there isLimbalance between .

the growth of population and the increase in production or employment*
imbalance r.n. investments, imbalance also between the great cities and
the countries as a whole-

While the^situation is still unclear as

regards fertility, the death-rate is certainly lower in the cities,'

■■■■■*

where, there are better health and cultural facilities,, and scho.orl'
enrolment rates, electricity consumption and personal incomes (where

they can be measured) are higher.
freer, if not happier,;

There the women an.4 children are

Social classes are emerging.and.political

consciousness is such, that the towns may be said to ..haye. put all
Africa on the highway to independence.

On the other side of the ..

■'
,:

picture, social resistance to betterment ia less marked in town, where
less rigid patterns of behaviour provide the plasticity of structures

necessary to economic grcwfch'"'p).

r.
,
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Accordingly, the main towns and cities inevitably become poles
of development around -which the adjacent regions, if not whole
countries, revolve.

If the problem is considered from the point of

view rather of making-an inventory or drawing up a balance-sheet than

of defining a policy.,, jfchere is no doubt that the chief towns and
cities in Africa have already begun to play their destined role.

Many are the activities to be found already in them, not excluding

industry.

We note, too, the general practice of employing the maximum

amount of labour ("capital saving investment") rather than maximum

oapital ("labour-saving investment"), which is logical, since labour,
is oertainly easier to find there than capital, but which raises
questions of output, housing etc.

These urban activities show how the deficiencies peculiar to '.■
under-developed economies fade with the upsurge of .the towns, and
especially the cities.

" ■

Markets there are less scant; real production '

fa?it?£f;. (wat^? electricity, fuel etc.) are less expensive; labour,
especially, skilled labour, is more plentiful? and openings for initial '

tive are mor.3 numerous.

In many fields, e.g. electricity, the: under-* r

taking oan only be established in town* unless it is big enough to be
self-sufficient.

Where a city is at the same time a port, it cannot ':

radiate out towards the seaj but it has special facilities for import
ing materials for.processing and exporting its surplus production.

The question of size is important, since the larger a town is the

lower are production factor costs. Water, electricity, fuel etc. can
be supplied more cheaply;, imported articles (e.g. motor cars) can be
used more efficiently as conditlonc are more like those prevailing in

the country of production. ;. While wages are higher in the cities, labour

is often cheapor because the economic, cultural and social environments
are more favourable to production.

Technical training is more advanced,

and the worker becomes more easily familiar with a European language and
with the spirit of modern society, and particularly its tempo, which is
picker and more closely regulated that in the village (19).

//
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The big city simultaneously exposes the newcomer to new influences

and frees him from the restrictions of traditional society.

But here

we peroeive a limit to its influence; the newcomer often remains

psychologically attached to oustoms that are neither buttressed by the
urban economy nor sanctioned by any local authority.

Even in the"

cities most detached from tradition, old prejudices at times come

back up to the surface; for instance, a foreman may suddenly find it
difficult to win the obedience of a labourer because the latter
regards him as his slave in custom.'

"

• Despite this' social problem, many large towns in Tropical Africa, ■
have oarVed themselves out a worthy place in the economic world... Often,
even

analysis brings out the fact that capitals with a marvellous

political status were above all business centres before tie Staie

arrived on {the-soeiie.

This' applies to1" Lagos, which certainly

'''''"'

oontributes:ra bigger" share td Nigeria's national product (statistics

are looking) than the one per cent the city accounts for b£ the country's
population;-

Lagos, consumes1 h6: less than 46* per: cent of the'electricity

produced in Nigeria in the commercial' and industrial sectors, and' 50 "'
percent in the domestic' sector.

It accounts for 38 per dent of all

licences issued tormotorists and-56 per cent of all telephone'calls, "
It-also has;. 7 out-of-a--total" of 19 hotels, and publishes 4 of the 20
daily newspapers.and:l8vbut of 19'periodicals,'etc.(87).

As to foreign

tra:??i:C -^^e^ at Lagos in 1959 represented 6? per 'cent of
,'s total exports and,53 per cent of its total imports.
Ther© has been a1 chain reaction, the existence of a port giving
t on tie one hand, to a variety of workshops and finally true

fa.Q,tocies;ahd,- on the other, to shops, building undertakings and the

faffinities of all-kinds required by an ever-growing and ever more
prosperous population'.

The theory ; of the induced effect9 of

'

in^usisrialization is less clearly confirmed at iagos than at
Leoppldvillej ..the paradox in th'e former* case'being the _ hesitancy

Jj:j
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of capital faced with the magnificient prospects of industrialization

offered it (35)•
With 2j per cent of the population of the former Belgian Congo,

Leopoldville in 1957 contributed 7 per cent of the territory's national
product, to which the remainder of Leopoldville Province added 20

per cent, while Katanga's contribution amounted to 34 per cent.

Ifore

than one half of Congo's national product therefore came from these

two Provinces alone, and the national economy seemed to revolve round

two poles of development., .The position of-, the two main cities may be1
seen from the following table.

■■-■■ ■■-! .'■/■

'■ ■ "

";■■

■:-*:"/ m*-y~ ■' '/:'/

.
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Leopoldville

.

..

Rest of Congo

E]

96.5

,

X5

■"■;,

Uaily Newspapers

'

■

2

Periodicals
Building concerns

92

Metal

23

construction concerns

Footwear factories
Breweries

Cafes - public houses

239

20

.13.

Hotels

,

•.■-.....

" " ±^

Per cent of population

Cinemas

■

■ . .-7- ■■,-■:
-■

.:-3V-

:,

-i5,-:-..

120

-'■■■ ;'

" ■ ■
,

, ,351,

-

13 ,- ■

2

■

!.=-

," 2A r

^4

2

3

1

3

320

152

433

As regards transport, Belgian policy favoured Leopoldville by making
oompulsory the export of half Katanga's products by a "national

route"♦

Thus the twin ports of Leopoldville (river) and Matadi

reached a position immediately after Mombasa,

the largest port in

sbm/ueb/ap/i
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Equatorial Africa-

In 1959,

traffic through the port pf Leopoldville

amounted to 1,739>3OO tons of goods,

and that through Matadi to

1,388,000 tons.
The case of Dakar is awkward to deal with,

owing to the collapse

of. the federation whose metropolis it was for so long.

At.the

present time, the Cap Vert peninsula (i.e. Dakar and its environs)
aooounts of only 9 per cent of Senegal's active populations but'the
9 per cent include 70 per cent of the workers in trade and industry

and more than 50 per cent of those engaged in other activities in the
modern, sector:

transport, .services, administration..

The tertiary .

.

s.eotorJ is kyP^tJrophlcd, having laore than two-thirds of tho active^
population, although the peninsula claims 80 per oent of Senegalfs
industrial workers and consumes 95 Per cent of the electricity
produoed.

The seaport capitals of Abidjan, Accra and Luanda are in

positions economically similar to those of Lagos and Dakar.
same does not apply to certain inland oapitals*
are vast industrial citiesj

to cope with:

but,

The

Nairobi and Salisbury

like Leopoldville,

they have rivals

(l) the port of Mombasa and (2) the great railway

junction of Bulawayo.

In each case, however,

the pair constituted

by- the two main cities dominates the situation as completely as the
single metropolis in the case of the ports.

sem/uhb/ap/i
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CHANGING HEEDS

(a)

Publio services
One 'basic point to remember in any urban study is that, while

man,!s needs do not change in their essence, the means of satisfying
them differ radically according to whether he lives in the "bush or
in a large town - or midway between in a small town, where conditions
are nearer the former than the latter.

The bigger the town,

the more

difficult, if not impossible, it becomes (it does unfortunately remain
possible, but at what a costi) to drink water from the river, to walk
between home and work, jbo pick up off the ground the wood needed for
cooking or building a ehack,
required for food,

etc..

to grow the plants: end. rear the animals

It is,

in fact,

the misfortune of many towns

in Tropical Africa that the inhabitants have persisted too long in
prolonging these typical aspects of rural life, whereas throughout
the world in general people have become accustomed tp measure progress

in towns by the progress in their public services and industries,

and

in particular their food and building industries.

In this respect Lagos shows oontrasts in a general picture that
is more favourable than in most African towns and oities.

.

The water

problem became acute there as early as I898, and the introduction
of a system that, was considered too costly provoked riots in 1914.

During the Second "Jorld "ar, per capita consumption fell to 18 gallons
per day,

though it has since risen to 25 gallons and extension works

are proceeding,

so that the situation can be said to be fair, . It

should be noted that, because navigational needs come first in sea
ports,.; in Lagos - as in Mombasa - the municipality does not control

the water supply.

As regards electricity,

in one, important aspectt

Lagos takes first place

African consumption (86).

tion has, been,very lihe that in Leopoldville;

Since 1935, consump

but the share of foreign

ers and industry.in the. total is much lower than in the Congolese

oapital* . The number of buses (which the municipality has been buying

sem/urb/af/i
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. %

sinoe 1958 from various private enterprises) and the total length
of macadamized roads,

while less than in Leopoldville,

theless substantial for an African capital,
what exists in the rest of Nigeria.
is about the same in "both cities.

are the price to pay for progress.

.

are never

especially compared with

The number of passengers carried
Motor accidents - needless to say -

In Lagos, they rose from 240 dur

ing the first quarter of 1948 up to 1,200 during the corresponding

period of 1961.

:

The former French African territories display a marked unity

of policy in this respect, as in mariy others.

Since 1946, a Central

Fund has been financing State or semi-State institutions in the

spheres of credits, building,

electrioity etc..

An effort to meet

the orucial need, water, affecting 93 urban centres in Africa, has
absorbed 19,490 million francs CFA.

The per oapita volume of water

supplied in Dakar rose between 1945 and 1955 f^o* 21 *° 30 gallons

per"day.'In 1956, it amounted to 21 gallons in Conakry, 13 in Abidjan
and 12 Bamako.

Rising standards of living were reflected not only

in increased total consumption but in growing individual consumption,

as compared with the roadside fountains, which now account for only
23.83 per cent of the supply in Dakar and 41-17 per cent in Bamako,

;

as against a normal proportion of 75 per cent at the end of the War (76).
In Nairobi, as in most cities under British control, the public

services are still left to private enterprise - except water supplies,
which are in the hands of a great many municipalities.

The city began

by purchasing in 1922, for the modest sum of h 20,000 (US $ 100,000),
a quite inadequate reservoir built by the railway company.

Vast

works have been carried out on various ocoasions since 1931$ "but these
have always fallen short of needs, and consumption fell from 20 gal

lons in 1938 to only 9 in 1945 "before rising to 25 in 1947, and fall
ing again to 14 in I960.

Electricity consumption in I960 reached

the figure of 226 million kWh, or 900 per inhabitant (as against
300 in Lagos or Leopoldville), including 234 for domestic consumption.
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The "buses carried 25 million passengers,

or 100 journeys per inhabitant

per year (compared with a"bout 105 in Lagos or Leopoldville, 63 "in
Mombasa and 73 in Dar-es-Salaam).

(b)

Nutrition

■■*"

Emile Zola described Paris as a monster with an insatiable maw.

The cities of Africa also have their food demands,
tion,

whioh deserve atten

espeoially in view of their extremely varied and often unexpected

aspects.

The question of food supplies has infinite reperoussions,

affeoting the most
dustry,

diverse spheress

acculturation etos.

population, health, trader

in

The general opinion on the subject is

"based on a few ideas the more important of which go back to Adam
Smith,

They may be expressed in the form of over-simple equations,

suoh as;

surplus agricultural production = food for the towns, or

one town-dweller more « one food producer less - or,

again9 by the

principle that the role of food diminishes with rising standards of
1iving.

In Tropical Africa, local circumstances alter the food situation*

The flight from the land occurred with no check of the existence of ;surplus production,

such a check appearing all

the less neoessary

because the man leaving often left behind him in the village a wife
who was the household's real agricultural producer,

and the share

of food in expenditure may increase with the standard of living if
the latter implies the substitution of imported foodstuffs for local
products.

The increase in the urban population has not so far created
famines like those periodically experienced by certain Asian cities,
which have larger populations than those in Tropical Africa.
continent where malnutrition is rife,

In a

their existenoe presents pro

blems, but of a qualitative rather than a quantitative type.

It should

be repeated here that a really balanced growth of the urban centres

U«^^J^.wtt.«^..
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demands higher agricultural production that will turn the countryside
into a more attractive market for urban produats.

But the contrary

is not automatically true, as the towns do not necessarily provide
a market for the produce of the farmers, in whose interest it may "be
to concentrate on industrial

crops.

There is a general tendency to he noted in Africa to prefer a

more and more Testem diet.

While this is in contradiction with

geography and natural resources, it is justified "both physiologioally
and psychologically.

Equal or even identical work demands not only

equal pay hut equal food - equal not only in quantity "but also in
quality and variety.

The scope of the revolution already accomplished in this direc

tion should "be appreciated at its t-:;ue value.

In the former French

African territories, for example, imports of flour rose from 7,000
tons in 1913 to 115,000 tons in 1956, and to 150,000 tons - i.e. by

more than twenty times'- in 196O(C <)•

The reason is that the urban

wage-earner wants to eat "bread, and a very close relationship is to
"be noted "between the rise in the consumption of "bread and the rise

in wages— Such wants are justified, as the local grains have not the
same food value as wheat..

The demand for meat is also increasing, and it is almost as

hard to meet out of local resources as the demand for bread.

The

coastal regions, which were the cradles of most of the large towns,
are nearly all unsuited to stock -"breeding*

Hence aircraft can now

he seen fanning out to fly meat fron the Chad area to Leopoldville
and Accra,

This is obviously a costly means of transport? "but those

who cannot afford such luxury are buying more and more salted, frozen
or preserved meat.

In addition, the coastal situation of many towns

naturally encourages consumption cf fish.

This question has been

receiving attention for some fifteen years, and Industrial fishing
has developed, especially at Dakar, though the Senegalese workman
has been found to prefer salted cod or sardines from distant seas
to tunny-fish caught off Cap Vert.
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The main point is that, while the towns are not necessarily
prepared to eat certain:products, they do constitute centres ready

to process them into articles for the international market.

Housing

.■■■■■■■■■

In a modern city changing housing needs are so important that

the dwelling tends to become the most characteristic feature of the
standard'of living.

That may explain the strong imprint of the

industrial revolution on the i.estern world.

The process was not

painless, and the first thing remembered when talk is of nineteenth-

century distress in Europe and America is the slums. . Empty stomachs
and spiritual afflictions are more readily forgotten; for it is harder
to cheat on housing than on any other aspects of the social problem.

Apart from the advent of nei-r types o;f housing, the industrial
revolution induced a new system of urban segregation in the Ties-tern
world.

The old districts in European cities still remind one of the

time when the noble in his palace, the bourgeois in his house and the
poor man in his hovel lived side by side; but their new districts,

like those in American cities, are much more differentiated*

As £ewis

Mumford writes, the suburb was a Pharisaical way of passing by on

the other side, leaving the urban body itself in the gutter.
There are,.survivals of a past; like that of the European cities,

in the oldest African cities or in those most recalcitrant to Western

influenoe.

In Ibadan, Kano and Old Lagos itself there are many dis

tricts in which rich and poor are mingled, and this tendency should

-

be taken into account as an important element in local culture-,1,

reflecting an attitude thr.t some slum-clearance plans have oome up
against with disastrous results.

These old districts are distinguished

not only by. their slums but also by a particular way of life implying
great solidarity between neighbours of different social levels and,

inter alia, considerable exohange of economic services;

This, however,
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is a special case,- as the question of old districts arises only in
a few African, cities.

In most the housing problem is only a question

of "building enough dwellings for the newoomers who keep flowing into
town - a simple question apparently, "but one that has nowhere "been
satisfactorily solved.

. .

Strenuous efforts have "been made everywhere

to improve housing conditions.

In many towns special "bodies have

"been set up for the purpose, usually State organs with extensive
resources and powers.

But the situation is still clearly critical,

the main point apparently "being that decent housing, demands far higher
wages than those now ourrent in Tropical Africa, failing some revolu

tionary discovery in' this field.

.

.

,r

The very essence of traditional life is affected tfhen the ; ; :

palaces of the ohiefs - which were "built on the lines of Roman houses,
with "atrium" and "compluvium" - and the homes of their followers,
whioh were arranged around the palaces in closed circles instead of , ._
streets, are destroyed,

"ifhat remains of Old Lagos is,

it may "be added,

full of charm and it can only be hoped that something of it will al
ways survive.

Spurred on "by an epidemic of plague, the Government^

in 1929 set up an autonomous Board, which immediately attacked the
very heart of the plague - an area of 150 acres with 30,000 inhabit

ants.

But tn*e outcry of the people caused work to be suspended when

the,scheme was only one-third completed '.

After the World War,

the Board was reconstituted and it developed three suburbs:
Lere,Apapa and Ikoyi.

Suru

SuruLere consists of four "complexes",' the

first two "comprising 987 houses built at an average cost of fc 633

"

(US $ 1,772) and let at 25/- (US $ 3.50) per room, with the help of ''
a subsidy of 23/-, the third comprising 1,300 houses TDuilt at an
average cost of I. 733 (US #: 2,052) and let at 16/6d (tfs ^ 2.31') per
room, with ;the help of a subsidy of 33/-> reserved for workers earn
ing under; h 330 tper year, -and 4be fourth composed of 670 parcels of
land measuring 40'- x I'OCX1 and mostly sold for £' 280 each.

' .

J-
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Board's activities cover perhaps 10 per cent of requirements
in Lagos.

This can "be verified by comparing the figure of 4,853 "building

permits granted over the last five years with the 3,645 houses built

by the Board in ten years.

In addition, the Board is criticized for

treating households as isolated entities, with the result that in the
new districts they find themselves lost among strangers - a situation
that is familiar enough in the Western world, but one that is excep

tional and extremely unpleasant in Africa, even in the towns.

There

is also looming the possibility of politico-social problems arising
out of the fact that a goodly part of Old Lagos is being taken over
by foreigners, as the indigenous inhabitants cannot afford to purchase
their enlarged and developed properties on the Board's terms.

In Leopoldville, as in most African colonial cities, the housing
problem is basically financial, since geographical conditions raise
no insurmountable obstacles and there is no lack of land.

The city

may be said to have had no serious housing problem until about 1945#

Two indigenous cites, familiarly known as "belgians", had been built
by the Congolese themselves on 8,000 parcels of land, measuring 20 x 25
metres, allocated by the Government.

Unfortunately, the Second *."orld

War raised the population of thes.e cites from 40,000 to 80,000, and in
1945 the Congolese took it on themselves to occupy the area south of

Kinshasa by force.

In 1952, the Office des Cites Africaines (O.C.A.)

was set up with a view to systematically building satellite towns
in the five main urban centres of Belgian Africa.

Trom 1952 to i960,

the O.C.A. built five such "cites" at Leopoldville, at the same time

shouldering the responsibility for the Public Works (streets, sewers

etc.) necessary for their proper functioning.
point of view,

From the technical

each of them was an improvement on the previous one,

the work of the Board reaching its zenith at Lamba^Eet

a- cite of

4*433 dwellings built at an average cost of 94,751 francs (US $ 1,895)
and equipped with an infrastructure which brought the real cost ..per '.'

dwelling up Id 131,477 francs (US $ 2,629) (58).: ■ .

■.
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The O.C.A. was entirely successful
from the technical

point of view,

it

on at least two scores!

first,

completed and satisfactorily

altered the general appearance of the township,

and secondly,

it proved

that the Congolese inhabitants of Leopoldville could adapt themselves
rather easily to dwellings of a type to which they were unaccustomed.
Before 1952,

almost all. "huts" were isolated one-^floor structures.

But the O.C.A.

succeeded in getting acoepted not only semi-detached'

houses "but even "blocks of flats.

-■

Aside from these technical remarks,

•

it should be added -that the Board's activities aroused serious socioeconomic and even political

criticisms.

The housing problem at

Leopoldville has not been solved because the Baprd has been_unable to
build quickly enough to satisfy the needs of a rapidly growing popula-*
tion.

In point of fact,

conditions have worsened in the old cites,

for in I960, they were inhabited by -245>OOO persons (living in an area
of 1,930 hectares), as compared with 222,000 in 1952, the Board housing
135,000 persons on 1,023 hectares.

Then too,

new cites are far from pleased with their lot.

the inhabitants of the
To the.already heavy

burden of rent must be added public transport charges"'and the drop
in the earning capacity of the women when they are taken far away
from the central market in town.

This distance from the centre indeed

constituted the most obvious contradiction in the guiding principles
behind the Board's work.

On the one,hand, the aim was to do as in

Europe or Americaj"~oinfie other,' the'"indigenous population, i.e. the
section unable to afford to lead the suburban life characteristic

of the well-to-do classes of the Western world, was taken as far as
possible

from the centre.

In the towns of former.French Africa, the hire purchase system

prevails and the existence of the Central Fund has made it possible
to set up semi-official societies.

At Dakar, 2,000 dwellings were

built between 1951 and 1957j at an average cost of.700,000 francs
CPA (US $ 4,000) and 600 in 195$? at an average cost of 1,500,000-

francs CFA (US % 8,500), almost all in one housing estate to,the
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north of the old "Medina".

As these figures fall fax short of those

for immigration, private enterprise has undertaken a wide, variety of

experiments, the most sensational "being the ""balloon houses" (caiaonsballon"), whichf though extraordinarily cheap, were said to "be un
inhabitable "by the African population.

'-■■"

At Nairobi,

■

the "building "boom like other features of that city,

reflects the size of the European,

population.

-

and to a lesser extent of th:e Indian

The value of the buildings erected between 1950 ancL I960

is estimated at & 60 million (US $ 168,000,000), and the taxable value
of property rose from J. 2.8 million (US $ 7*84 million) in 1944 to.
L 21.5 million (US $ 60.2 million) in 1951> and to fe 70 million::
(US $ 191 million), in I960.

The municipality owns an extensive hous

ing system for Africans - valued in 1956 at L 1,828,000 (US $ 5,184,000)
clustered in "estates" near the railway.

theless housed,

after a fashion,

Most Africans are,

in their masters1

never-,:

out-buildings.

STAHDAEDS OP LBOTG

:

;

Wages
"

is a concept whose complexity easily escapes the in

experienced observer.

It has technical and social

aspects which .are in

fact-inseparable (70). Karl Marx showed how the hand-mill produced
the overlord, and the steam engine industrial capitalism.

Techniques

have so progressed in the interval that L. Wirth has suggested that
the many and varied conditioning effects of technically highly developed
environments are creating a special "urban" way of life.

environments,

In such

the homo rustibus tends to disappear, but not without

leaving his reminiscent mark on the labour problem in oountries yet
to be "launched".

The composition, type and allocation of labour

affect working tempos, output, productivity, trade-union attitudes,
and life outside the workshop.

Environment is of fundamental import

ance both for the worker, whorse existence is conditioned by climate,
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habitat, available services in his town, housing transport and enter
tainment facilities,

etc.,

and for the enterprise, functioning as

It'does 'against a specific "background on which it leaves its marie a mark sometimes so strong as 'to inalce the town seem a mere appendage
to the local

industry.

For the purposes of this study,

of living,

i.e.

the human result,

ficiency of -the enterprise.

what matters most is

the standard

- 'the yardstick of the sooial

ef

Measuring this standard of living is a

particularly delicate problem in Africa,

as Western evaluation

techniques have to be used in an environment where values are dif

ferent and life is viewed from a''different, less rationalistic and
materialistic, angle' than "in the West.

In 'addition, averages in

Africa are even farther away from reality than they are in the'tfest.
It is,

in fact, a waste'!of' time t'o use averages covering both Africans

and foreigners, where the latter are sufficiently numerous to tip -the
soales with their high incomes.

Thus we come to the most character

istic feature of the labour problem in Tropical Africa;
in the wages of Africans and foreigners.
based on race,

sequences,

whatever

their

the disparity

The differences in income

Justification3

have

innumerable

con

imposing as they do different ways of life and surviving

as they do by the argument that a lower way of life oalls for a lower
wage.

It is complicated by a greater disparity between local prices

and wages than exist elsewhere,

putting at variance not only city

and country dwellers but also even the inhabitants of the large towns
or ports end. those of the small urban centres.
.

Given this situation, urban workers a^e less privileged than-

would appear to those who.are attracted to the: capitals by the mirage
of high wages.

The manual labourer's average, wage is higher in Lagos

than anywhereelse in Nigeria (i. 6/8/- « US$ 19-40 pe? month in 1959);
but:itiis high only in oomparison with that paid in the interior

Northern? Province (& 4/5/™, as against k.6/5/- in the Westernrand .
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Eastern.Provinces).

Furthermore,

case .of. the skilled worker,

(average wager

-this difference is reversed in the

except in the ¥est,

i.e.

around Lagos

£12/2/'- « US$34*l6, as against T- 12/7/- in the North,

& 13/6/- in the Bast and £> I0/8/'- in the West) (83)--

Again, account must

he talcen of the rise, in pricess which especially affects the unskilled^
worker.
tion,

In. Accra,...it has "been calculated that,

as a result of infla-^

the manual labourer's standard of living declined by as _much_ as

one third in 1941* 1945 and 1951-

In 1958 and 1959 kis wages rose

to 5/6 (US$ 0.77) per day, with a wage index of 367 and a price index

of 358 (1939> 100).

'■■'

South of the Equator,

'■

in accordance with an old paternalistic

practice,, remuneration is generally divided into wages proper and

allowances,

(sometimes paid in kind).

For some ten years "before

independence, wages had "been regularly increased.

Total wages in

ooncerns employing more than 500 workers had increased "by 185 per
cent, as compared with an increase of only 15 per cent in the employ

ment level and,of 24 per cent in prioee, eiicc(l6)
exceptionally wide,

The wage range was

going as high for skilled workers as in Belgium;

hut at the "beginning of 196l; most workers,

ao everywhere in Afrioa,

were mere manual labourers with an average total daily wage of 45»2O--—-~

francs (US$ 0.8l), "broken down as follows:
Wr,ges

24o8'0 francs

Rations

13.20

Housing

7.20

.
■"

'

■

■
■

.

..
-! '

■■<"■-■■" '■■■■-

■
'"' ';

;" ■ ^ ;'

The remarkable .increase in wages was partly absorbed "by a radioal
change in the way of.life.

As the city grew larger,

it "became more

and:more difficult for the city household to augment its income by
gardening, woodgathering,

etc,

After independence, the government

of Leopqldville, decided on. increases which proved justified because

they enabled local industry to prosper despite political difficulties.
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The former French territories have had the advantage of a wellplanned wages policy which has resulted in high rates, with wide local
differences, West Africa outstripping the other members of the Com

munity and the ports of the interior.

In I960 Abidjan came level

with Dakar, with a minimum wage per hour of 40 francs OFA (US$ 0,18),
Conakry has thus fallen to third place, "but is less far behind than
in 1949.

The lowest figures for oapitals are found in Fort-Lamy and

Bangui.

In Nairobi, wages are higher than those of other towns in Kenya

(1959: a minimum of 95/- (US$ 13.3O))per month, as against 93/5 at

Mombasa); but the housing allowance is higher at Mombasa (27/- (US$
3,78), as against 24/5).

In 1953, half of the workers in the private

sector and a quarter of those in the public sector were earning less
than the basic minimum while sending half to their relatives in the
country without receiving anything in return.

They were therefore

regularly tightening their belts at the end of the month, although

they spent 72 per cent of their wages (i.e. 50 per cent more than is

provided for in the typical budget) on food (77).
Prices

In Africa, because of an indadequate distribution apparatus,

urbanization has an extraordinary influence on the price syBtem. The
bigger a town is, the less imported goods and local industrial pro

ducts tend to cost, and the more agricultural and handicraft products.
The former become cheaper because they have at their disposal a better
transport system, more efficient marketing methods, and storage

facilities which help to even out prices.

In addition, the large

cities offer' scope for secondary or specialized services of practioal
use and profitable to other undertakings: water and electricity sup

plies, urban transport, garages, building concerns, repair and main
tenance services, etc.

Fluctuations in the prices of foodstuffs and

export items, which are a major problem for the Afrioan economies,
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diminish the bigger the town, the former then gaining a wider market
and the latter better storage facilities.

In a small town a good

harvest automatically raises the prices of the imported articles,

offered for scale in af few small shops; African cities, are aLready
sufficiently developed to lessen, the rigidity of this short-t.erm link.
At Africa's present stage of development, nearness to the sea

has an effect very similar to that of the town's size.

Most manufac

tured products are made overseas and many industrial centres are at''"
the,same time ports.

With, this combination of oircumstances^ selling

prices tend to rise as the distance from the large-port increases.

Conversely, the .prices, of local products tend to be:l"ower at produc

tion points situated in the interior; but even there, the towns 6f

:^:

the interior often lose their advantages if the question ai1-variety

:-l

is considered. The inhatitar^t of Kano can obtain c&eaply the ground-*-■

nuts grown by the local farmers, but he has no advantages whatsover
over the inhabitants of Lagos when it comes to cocoa or, palm, oil pro

duced midway between the two cities.

It,.should "be, noted that-.even -? ,

between two seaports, the largest town generally enjoys lower,,.^eigbts

since shipping shows the same tendency towards concentration, as. othejc
modern economic activities (ll).

,.

.

,

Faced ,with this price structure, .d=he oity workers mxikiy- 'perforce
receive higher wages.

Imported or iaanufactured ar-ticles ibay "be less'

expensive for him; but he also needs; them1 more. This .isia case of a

higher standard of living becoming compulsory because" the lower stand
ard spells nothing but -unemployment and poverty, there * being rio inter
mediate stage when local products are "beyond = the r$ach::of-the: poor
man!s purse.

DETRIBALISATION

■■

;

,. .

, ■ ...,

. -.

*.,,,.L •,;;.

--. ■■■

■■■

'

.,. -• :

:

■ ' -.

■

.,:...

The social problems of towns are1 fundamentally similar to their
economio problems.

Here again, i"fc;is a matter of maintaining a high

"
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standard of living, without "being allowed to depend on traditional
institutions.

Hence, the progressive character of urban societies -

hence also the danger of having some people resort to the easy answers
given by parasitism, delinquency and npropheticmnffhis inefficiency
of local custom is the reason why the "town-country" contrast is
generally regarded as fundamental.in Africa.

Differences in ways of

living match a difference in mentality which is reflected in politicosocial aspirations.

The pountry-dweller tries to improve his way

of,life through schools, dispensaries, community centres, etc., where
as the.city-dweller concentrates on breaking down the obstacles to

his development.

However, town and country are communicating vessels

that are not completely antagonistic.

It was their union "which made

independence possible, although il is still too soon to convince the
oritics-that the union, was not merely transitory.

Prom the social point of view, the most easily discernible
difference between town and village is: that every town contains
representatives of numerous tribes.

But there again the contrast

is not absolute. ■ On'the one hand, a village may very well have foreign
residents, and in the ""bush" there are also adjacent villages with
populations of different ethnic origins.
towns are. not "melting pots".

On the other hand, African

As in the towns of North America, in

regard to which the same mistake has often been made,

rather than "mixing" is tjie rule.

"co-existence"

What seems well established is:

thaturban life leads to the-unification of tribal'-Cultures, chiefly

-

in two .directions. First, differences and antagonisms among what may

be called, "sub-tribes" are toned down.

Organizations have unified '

the Yoruba of Lagos (the "Egbe Omo Oduduwa") and the Bakongo-of

Leopoldville (the "Abako"), to quote only the most noteworthy. Secondly,
at the same time, people of different tribes, seeking solutions to
the problems of urban life, often come to accept the oustoms of a
particular tribe, which thus becomes sooially predominant.
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In Lagos,: the preponderance of the Yoruba element makes itself

felt even in families of; Sierra^Leones of Brazilian origin/ who, as^

evidence°f their national sentiments, identify themselves exclusively

with the Yorubas in the names, dress etc. they adopt.

But the major- .

factor explaining the prepondernace of the Yoruba is landed property,
Old Lagos having remained in the hands of families firmly determined ""
not tosurrender it to English common law, which has prevailed in

theory since 1861. In fact, only 2>9OO out of 15,000 properties have
heen registered under the written law, as compared with the figure
of 47,000 for Khartoum-Qmdurman (84).

In Leopoldville, the colonial administration and religious
missions did everything to encourage the mixing of tribes. They im
posed a language (Lirigala) that was foreign for the local Bakongo

majority (53) and spread the population over plots each often includ
ing representative* of several tribes.

Nonetheless, this latter situa

tion (wfcioh goes beyond the intentions of the administration, since
each plot should as a rule be inhabited by only one family) exists
only through necessity, and characteristically does not prevent al

most all marriages from taking place within the tribe ^l).

While

each remains faithful to his tribe, all unite to fashion an urban
custom,; in accordance with which -the Bakongo influence emerges in
the matrilineal family and, a>ove all, in the widespread usage of

the dowry, which is accepted even by the people from Lake LeopoldII,
to whom it was unknown in their original environment (59). In firie,
Bakongo prepcnderence in Leopoldville is greater than Yoruba preponder
ance in Lagos, aa may perhaps be gauged from the influence of the

"Abako", which has become a powerful political party compared with
the "Sgbe Omo Oduduwa",

In Dakar, the Government of Senegal has

made an,.effort to curb the'influence of the local Lebou element by
a recent decree excluding the homogeneous villages of that tribe

(which were previously included) from the municipal territory. But
the greatest obstacle to tribal preponderance is certainly Islam,

'
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which is divided into fraternities rather than tribes.

In Nairobi,

all possibility of Kikuyu preponderance was flatly denied by the
oolonial

administration until

the Mau-Mau affair produced a volte-

face and*wholesale expulsions of members of that tribe.
The family

The family,

as basic cell

of every society, playsthepart of

a besieged citadel of tribal customs.
stood on two pillars, namely,

Traditional African society

the ancestor and the child,

and the

care of them was entrusted to the "extended" family rather than to
the couple of the Western world.

.Marriage was a social function in

which the wedded couple took second place to the two "stocks'* exchanging servioes - one giving a girl

'■'

capable of procreating1for the

-

benefit of the other, the other receiving the reward of a dowry, which
was often,

it may be added, returnqd later when the marriage roles

were reversed.

The urban environment undermines such a conception

of marriage, which is foreign to the economic and sooial realities
imposed by the Westerners.

But the dowry has remained and even be-

oome more common;, taking on a financial

aspect that turns a vener

able institution into a scourge.

The child, who is th& soul of African society, remains in early
life immune to

foreign influences.

In fact,

the less the urban

environment lends itself to the preservation of traditions,

the tendenoy to have the ohild brought up in the village.

ency is especially marked in Nairobi and Salisbury.

the stronger

This tend

But urban life

makes short work of the feelings of an adolescent so'reared;

the

traditional reserve observed in relations between the sexes becomes
impossible in town, and dancing there loses its religious character.
The absenoe of a clear out system of initiatibn above all, faces one

approaching adult age with problems which the Western world has grown

used to ignoring, but which give it no'prestige and tend only to produoe "marginal" personalities, if not outright delinquents.
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In these, circumstances,, even for the most progressive:;oity dwel
ler, the traditional .culture retains t;he.:merit of alone having, solved
the problem of total education.

Eencer-such efforts at compromise;;:.--

as those of ther"syncretic" (are. there any other?) creeds, based on
the. idea that the Western missionary does not appeal to the whole
man -which certain inhabitants of Brazzaville express in the.words *.

"We no longer know if we are still Bakongo, Bassoundi or Balari" (l7)#
However, it'should be noted that these creeds nowhere satisfy-more

than .a minority of the population,aminority which in Lagos is character

istically confined to the districts inhabited by the poorest of the
newest immigrants and everywhere comprising a large proportion of
women.

Status of women

■

Of all the phenomena occompanying the urban revolution in Africa,

the emancipation of women is the most noteworthy, but it should not for ^the time being - deoeive us:

^emancipation has little meaning

unless the women either- retain their traditional means of existence,

or are given aocess to'new ones.

Lagos in this respect is privileged

in both ways, " tfhe traditional sector opens; comfortable pTospyct's to
the*15,000 women attending the market places.

There even exists a

hierarchy run by the Ijalode ("Queen of the markets") who is a re

cognized chie^f,'taking second place only to the Oba ('Icing") at of
ficial functions, while'the modern sector of the economy also is

widely open to women.

The 1950 census recorded 32,026 women as g&ih-

fully employed in trade, 9,695 in other: private activities and 261
in the civir serVice.

Since then, Government and private undertake

ings have vied with each other "to attracted female employees if0 the
following extent(83),"
Employer

:

;

;

Government ;
Private, boards

■■ i J;

1,400,
,

; ■

l! l,4P0

■ ;-.1,800
:

:

2,200.
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Quite a number;of women are to be found in the highly-paid pro

fessional category (1*376* as against 7>404 men).

Thanks to suoh

equilibrium, "between the two sectors, tolerant views have grown and

the Lagos; women have.played an essential part in developing a happy
cultural synoretism, which finds expression in such artistic mani
festations as the "high life" .dance, and in family ceremonies,
,&0 birth marriage,

such

death and farewell parties, where1 ancestral rites!

(performed, in a new spirit) alternate with western formalities.
But Lagos is an exceptional case.

At Dakar, in spite of the

appearances of great freedom, women are not so

influential,

in the

modern as well as in'the traditional world. The difference goes far
back in the past.

A century ago, the women of Abeokuta already'gave

Lagos a national hero, Madam Tinubu, who led the town in fighting the
English, but those of Saint Louis exercised over Dakar a definitely
more conservative influence.
r-L

The contrast is even. more striking "between the unohtrusivenegs
of women in the Congo and.their omnipresence in Lagos, but appearances
once again may be deceptive and the Belgian authorities certainly,

underestimated the role of women in the revival of prophetic sects

during the War and in..the nationalistic movement that followed it.
It must never be forgotten that
differ.from
at

even the most primitive-looking sects

tribal.associations in that

the:same time,

their hierarchy.

they are.open to both sexes

and they even give women important positions in
The evolution of the Congolese woman is the more

.

remarkable that it has been opposed in the modern as well as.in ;the. ..

traditional

sector*

Market trade always was:less well

less.lucrative than in Lagos,

a rudimentary level,

while schooling for girls-stopped_at

especially in Leopoldville,

allowed to learn French at school.
tions

existed Taut,

organized and
,

where they were not

Traditionally, women|_s associa

when reconstituted in town,

they were;..a_t.ia^dis

advantage "because they had never enjoyed the prestige and organiza
tional

experience of the Ybruba women's associations.

Sueh; background
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give? greater value ,to

their achievements.

halls of L,eoppldville and Brazzaville,

-

Centred on the 'bar-dance-

the Congolese women's associa

tions can rClaim oredit for great work in mutual help, as well as for.
notable artistic achievements.

served »- against all
sun sets,

It

is a good "beginning to have pre

odds -the truth of .the old saying:. "When the .

all Africa dances",

t

.....

"Recent developments give hopes for a rapid evolution of the
Congolese woman, hopes which would look premature in the case .of

. ■:

o*ther urban communities, where prejudices which orginated outside
tolerant Africa, keep women away from,

among other places,

and so leave them with little chance of general

the maxket,.

emancipation.

ACCULTUHATIOU

■

.

:

.

The social problem in development, of which urbanization is
one aspect, is that of increased social differentiation 'e±tended
into the economic field.

Every urban society comprises inteTseoting

vertical and horizontal social strata (75).

It can thus be represented

by a set of squares, the vertical lines of which represent organiza
tions,

e.g.

government,

in nu&ber but

army,

church,

trade,

industry etc.,

each highly integrated, ■' while the social

infinite

classes; are

,

represented by the horizontal lines'of'Squares where full integration;.. ;-c
is hindered by the barriers of'"the vertioal organizations.:

GOV.

ARMY

' CHURCH

TDE..: ,..

■.INDUS. :-

..'.'

•::<;

:

\<

.
Upper olass
Middle class

Lower olass

•

i^.^-^

-■
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"

A village can of course also "be depicted "by such a set of squares?

•

tut ttere would be far fewer squares and, above all (for this is the
problem of the newcomer to tovm in any country), it does not impose
so many conflicting claims on "the individual.

In town, the newoomer

must learn to play different parts at different levels!

for example,

a merchant may at one and the same time enjoy average status in

his profession,

superior status in his ohuroh and inferior status of more elector in political

vork.

Meeting this "dislocation" demands c mental effort that sometimes

ends in schizophrenia, the classic disease of hyper-oivilized societies*
Colonial-,, societies offer no remedy for this problem in proclaiming

the existence of two oastes, the white and the rest, and at the same

time denying that of classes - an attitude which persists after in
dependence when the latter is monopolized by the white caste,

as

happened in the United States in 1776 and in South Africa in 1961.
Such an over-simplification oan only end in an individual search for
illusory compensations, like that of the orderly who replied proudly
to those who were looking down on him too much:
I

"Don't forget that

am a bishop".

Once he is clear as to what squares in the set are open to him,
the new city-dweller has to find his way into them.
endent careers in town are privileged careers.

However, indep

The individual must

therefore usually have recourse to an employment contract, thus te-r

ooming involved in a cycle of contractual and legal obligations which
strikes the country man as infernal.

That being so, it is not sur

prising that the newcomer clings tenaciously to the memory of his

tribal organization, while at the same time derivirigrless arid less

effective protection from it.

The most-elementary, reaction.; of this

kind;consists in keeping wife and children in the village - a situa
tion still! quite common in Nairobi, Salisbury and Bulawayo, where

it has been" encouraged by colonial polioy, ' T;hat is really'surprising,
on the ottier-hand, is the quickness with which the African .ex-coun.tryman
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has formed substitute groups, the first o.f these being_ tjie tribal
association.

..

It must never be forgotten, that the latter differs

radically from any really "tribal" organization, since it is based

.

on a oontract, elects its chiefs and only survives through monetary

contributions.

In fact, these substitute groups abound:in all African

towns, to the point of often arousing the suspicions of the author-

=

ities: professional, religious and political associations, wage pools
and other mutual aid groups the latter.often headquartered in bar-

dance halls, etc..

■

These associations play a major, role in adapting

newcomers to the urban environment, while at the same time offering

unwanted competition to official organizations (schools,'churches eto.).
The fact:is that their activities:, which frequently go deeper, in
evitably of fend the orthodox.

:It "may be added that their importance -

if not their popularity - may be expected to decline with thespread

'

of formal, education, w&Lch is itself normally a State or missionary

"

activity.

(b) :

'

!

Education

:

.

li

:

!

:

The acceptance of schoolsJLs in itself a remarkable form of

adaptation, in which the towns agains stand.out from the countryside
in the considerable progress made. It must no% b_e forgotten that .;
the Western-type school obliges parents, to renounpe an appreciable

,k

part of their influence and their desire to see ancestral,.traditions
perpetuated.

Besides, school attendance figures show substantial

differences, both qualitative and quantitatives from one town to :.
another.

British and Belgian.policies were alike in encouraging-private ■
schools - which explains the healthy rivalry between the sects in

Lagos, as well as a certain social exclusiveness and minor-problems
like the daily conveyance to and from school of 19,000"children whose
parents remain ..faithful to their, first schools despite removal -^6 ^ -
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other districts,

Lagos has for long been "behindhand in point of,,

numbers - the British colonial position being that education is a
private affair and should "be paid for and that programmes must be
those of the mother country unadapted to local needs.

In these

circumstances,Lagos could only have an outstanding "but scant elite» the last generation of which had the merit of returning, of its own

aocord to many of the old traditions.
compulsory and free in 1957?

When education was declared

school attendance figures rose from

38,072 in 1956* to 63,064 in 195?.
At Leopoldville,

the Belgians endeavoured to stamp education

with a local character, marked "by the use of Lingala as the inter

tribal .language.

Hence the school attendance rate went up to almost

100 per cent for boys,, until the possibilities of expanding schools

could no:longer cope with the increase in the population of school-

going age.

It should be noted that despite the authorities' persist

ence in enoouraging the use of Lingala9 pressure from the parents

Imposes the widespread use of the French language in education. This ,
knowledge of a European language is one of the characteristics which
differentiates urban from rural populations in Africa, although casual
visitors wrongly minimize the importance of the African languages,

without which they can only communicate with an unrepresentative

minority of the population.

Unfortunately, figures on the.subject

exist only for Dakar, where 48 per cent of the men and 9 per cent

only of the women spoke French in 1955-

As ^° "to© organization of

education, Dakar reflects the French policy of primacy for State

education; but the presence of a Muslim majority of more than 92 per
cent is said to have sufficed to minimize religous differences.

(o)

Social classes
Western-inspired education can but reinforce the awakening of

olass-^oonoiousness rendered inevitable by eoonomic conditions.
always, that awakening began at the upper level, and Lagos in

As
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particular has an elite in which many families have "behind theflrup

to four generations of graduates from the best schools in England.
From the statistical point of view, this elite is marked "by a com
bination of such features as type of employment (professionals and

civil.servants), average annual inoome (il,472 «-US$ 4,28l), and
electricity consumption (above 600 KWh per month) which apply to 7.6 9*5 per cent of the population.

On the other hand, unfortunately,

from two-thirds to three-quarters of the population of Lagos do.not

.

seem to have broken the vioious.oircle of the features that make
them a subrproletariatt

slum dwellings, monthly electrioity oon-

sumption below 100 KWh, and widespread illiteracy among women. Between

these two extremes, lie the families whose.intermediate situation
is made preoarious by low wages and, more so, by the lack .of security
in the labour market.

In

Leopoldville, it was already possible for S. Comhaire-

Sylvain during the war to make out an interesting group of 3,000

African merchants and craftsmen (51)f who0O existence the colonial govern
ment subsequently noted to pride itself on having created a "middle

class" between the white and the black castes.

It was rather a case,

however, of personal sucoesses which would have given certain Congolese
an honourable status in colonial society if the caste system had per
mitted it, while the majority of the "indigenous colonists" (aa the

Belgians called them), were barely distinguishable from the subproletarian mass.

In the French and Portuguese territories, racial tolerance
facilitated the evolution towards a olass system, and comparison of

the old towns of Senegal, Angola and the Indian Ocean (Saint Louis,

Luanda, Saint Denis) with all others shows that in this field time
works on similar lines everywhere.

Like the Afro-Amerioan towns (56),

they are an example to show the way in which urban sooieties of more
recent origin in Africa will probably go unless there is a complete
revolution in their economic and social structures.
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MUNICIPAL ADMINISTHATION

:

The existence of large multi-functional capitals gives rise
to such Serious problems that the main metropolises of the world have

"been endowed with special systems different from those which apply
to other towns in their respective countries.

However, as the towns

of Tropical Africa are still far "behind these capitals in population
and size, the practioe is to give them charters like those of secondary
towns in Europe,

This is what the English, French and Portuguese have

systematically done, unlike the Belgians, who tried to innovate in
their Congo colony.

Thus variations are observed from country to

country in: the type of municipal auth6riiy, the way it takes office,

its functions and resources - all reflecting differences already exist
ing in Europe,
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Moreover, 'the question of the type of administration adopted has grown
in importance, not only because the towns have increased in size,

but also

because modern development plans grant an increasingly important place to the

State and its' sub-divisibiis in the selection, financing, execution and
administration of projects to be undertaken.

Planning seems indispensable

to attract foreign capital and use it sensibly, and the execution of a plan,
whatever the underlying philosophy,

depends on a stable authority backed by a

competent administration capable of sustained effort over the period.required

for the "take-off".

It goes without saying that many countries experience

difficulties in finding adequate staff for all the departments of government.
Internal working of municipalities

Considering that African municipalities, when organized .> follow

f

European models, they do merit praise for the way. in which they, have generally
accomplished their task.

On.the one hand, it must not be;forgotten .that their

offipials and the latter1s charges were brought up in a standing..tradition of
non-separation of powers, and certainly of powers not separated according:to

municipal, provincial and central levels.

On the other hand,

their mentors

were officials placed in a false position,

sinoe they substituted for,what

were in Europe elected authorities and were, in addition, rarely,acquainted
with tlje workings of munioipal institutions*

From that point of view Lagos enjoyed-an English administration initially
steeped in Sladstonian liberalism and subsequently still animated-by a ■
veritable local government mystique which always regarded municipal Self^.
government as a desirable ideal, if not always as a workable system.to be

applied forthwith (>4).

In the spirit.iof Nigerian nationalism^ snunioipal..

independence has "been linked to national independence with a constancy and
resoluteness that have been lacking in many other colonies, . The odlonial.
^government of Nigeria, as early as 1909 initiated a policy of "identity"

whereby jmunioipal life, started with.an Advisory Committeej and progressed from
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1919 on "by the election of an increasing number of councillors, to whom the
Whole municipality w.as handed over In 1950.

Nevertheless, four, traditional

■- chief 9, are de - .jure members of. the council, and the Oba himself series as its

honorary chairman.
supplies,

The police (a federal institution), water..and electricity

and housing.ar.^ State-oontrolled and

.jurisdiction,

r^nain outside local

though education .e^id. pubiic tciajispor.t come .under

the

-

latter.

The Lagos "budget for 1959-1960 (fiscal year beginning 1 April) amounted to
£ 890,870 (t 2,295,OOO)v which included £540,900 in rates collected from tenants,

£■•74,800 frdm*&er receipts of the public services, and £ 185,510 from government
• : -grants*,

in 1952-1953j: that same budget has amounted to only £-537>000

(11-fe millions), and the International Bank did not expect it to exceed

£ 732,000 in 1959-1960; but rates yielded nnrcir T^oxe-%ian---tire-:;£ 430,000 estimated
by the bank mission;

ri municipalities.

-Under English law, 'rates are a monopoly of the

Their introduction into the colonies aroused criticism, because

^"buildings'in Africa are hardly'comparable as a basis for-taxation with buildings
£n Europe. . Ano4&er'ground for-criticism was that they tondJ to.■discourage owners
from develo#ih#their'properties;

; °"

.!_;-;..■

..

.

■.-;■.

■■■

In Leopoliville, the desire toinnovate unfortunately resulted'in a very

dilatory organization of the municipal system.

It was not until 1922 tfcat a

purely Belgian advisory urban committee was set up, and not until 1945 that

its Congolese

counterpart? the "conseii de cite" was formed.

Finally, in 1957?

the territory of the ci±3T,,ira,s. divided into 13 "communes", with councils that
were-elected but.still supervised by the "District Commissioner", who had been
admihistertngr-Leopoldville since 1922, when its population was.fifteen times

smaller. -This system had been recommended-as early as 1948> in a- thesis submitted^at^Osford (34) .^but times

had changed. since then and the population could no

longer--consider the reform from the appropriate: municipal point of viewi

Since

itowa-s the first: time that elections had been held-in. the :€ongo, men of
Mr.: KasavaM1 B .

calibre presented themselves; ttO'the eleotois and:won the day,

■ o'\ only to be removed :from. office by the colonial■:: government ;because of.their
national rather than their local activities.

,
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The Belgians granted Leopoldville a substantial tat artificial.budget,

comprising in 1953(33), 44 million fr5nflS tr880,000) in actual lotl revenue,

and State subsidies,.of 78.7 million^fenoB (■« 1,574,000) for the recurrent
fcuageVaO. million, franco* 400,000) :to loans and 25 million francs in grants

($ 50pJ000.)j.?.n the capi-tal budget,-rtoH Vere *22 different taxes, levied not

, only on all .forms of -gainful actives,: but al«o^on individuals, in the form
of a poll tax for ,m.en a»d of a special -tax on women "living theoretioally
,alone". The city maintains it*rown police fores, but has no responsibility

rfor^«ater supplies or..housing (which are run by ^po0iai boards), electricity and
. public transport,(in the Aands. of private firms) or for'education.

\

:. .Dakar has a long tradition of ^assimilation i?ith France .Wob., . as early

W4914,. gave the ci% ah^African'miyor, who subsequently became a deputy and
minister In the metropolitan French government. Hence, at times, a degree of
.confusion between municipal and national politics. The budget is rather
substantial, (2,200 million feancB CiVt^ or J1?million, t^%(A\: In other
towns of..the former French Africa,,administrative independence is of more

recent;.origin, but iaaUflof *hem^-the sam^attitudes were immediately apparent

and numepus chi^.of^tate^gai, their ^are8rs!as mayors'in their'present
capita^.,, The Wff budget for^Md^ari^amaSn^s^o 621 miliion'francs CPA

(8 3.5 million) .and^tha^fo* ,Bra4Ba-WLlle to 310'million''franos'cPA.

as ^fe Engiish tradiiibn which^is 1in_j?rincip-Le\denti9ai to that

of West Africa but its benefits were for long confined to European residents.
i Their numbers .qqd wealth anyway sufficed tC provfM°k higii revenue for the
municipality ,{£2: million in 1956, * 3 millibtfifi^^o/i;e. equivalent to

* 336 per capita, ,ae against % 73 in Lagos) from' recced rites," levied on the

value of land, rather, than of. buildings, which yielded £ 1.1 million in 196O.
But. the most characteristic;! feature of the aystem was that tEe Europeans who
controlled the. city had a:daring financial^ poliby, encouraged by credit

/acilities^wMch impelled them to heavy capital expenditure: £ 1 million were
borrowed ^ londpn.for 1.954 and^955v « :3^75Million were borrowed on the spot
and £ l millipn;added from self-fMassing'fbr: 1956^1960. The public works
projected for 1960-1965 will cost £ 11 million.
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Kelaiiohs with the central .government ■,

,.

.

:

■

Today, jnore than ever, the futurei-krf large towns depends on good

.administration,, and the fttee ri municipalities on the understanding shown
by national .governments. Independence, particularly in Africa, invites
re-examination. of: munioipal:,syS*ems>, and this seems bound W become imperative
sooner or later.

authorities.

But existing conditions are not favourable for local'

In ..Europe,,fpr technical reason^ Wlocal authorities have

been gradually ^deprived of. many of their .functions-because in the "contemporary

world, the saying on this-subject goes that public services must be'run on a
larger scale than the tow, whereas the de .toe unification of.de'faoto
aggregates of urban centres meets,, with refractory pasoohial -pre^ifoes. Loss
■of functionk inevitably results In. losj.. of prestige;«nd authority". ■ ■
; It isjo be hoped that.;teTro.pioa.1.Africa, ■ reforms in this field will be

based on, a,vcXos^.examination.of,local conditions.

Amo^g other advantages,

municipal bodies, offer, pxiv^to:,citizens ^m opportunity for disintoresod public
servioe,.thus; sparing the State theneed to s«efc out soaiio9: qualified and

highlyrpaid staff,..,,W^en..a^wtMng goes wrong, municipafflties give the public
a chanoe to secure refonw ,WM.easily than it would from the central authority
One big problem -la^t the- ?ity populations, owing to the unbaiande"d'

development we have described, appear to. be priviledged, while: in fact whatever
priviie'dges they" en joy carry heavy responsibilities.
. : .
,; ■
, ;,

?™°?, Seee problems have, been' studied, except in the case of Lagos,

whioh, as a result of careful inquiry, was in- 1954 Ranted a status'unique in

Africa, that of a,federal territory.

The city does not come under any regional

authority although it has no power beyond those 6* other municipalities,
regional PO^rsiathis case being exercised *y the federal Government. " This
regime is the subject, of pritioi^. aimsd, first, at the "Ministry of Lagos

Affairs-,, whose authority is difficult W define, and, secondlyV'aV the special
boards, which have in the,past circumscribed the jurisdiction of the Lagos

town council.

These^restriotions aw, held to be justified by the interest which
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citizens, of the Federation share in the tiucccss of Lagos as,,the. national

capital and main seaport of Nigeria.

However, a financial .argument..that Lagos

was subsidized "by .the oountry at large was refuted, by a fiscal

GQ.ramiss±c>n

-■which showed how; the federation had spent £ 2,2 million in 1956^1957j- and
£ 2.4 million in 1958-1959 on services in Lagos provided elsewhere "by; .the

regional governments, whereas related taxes had yielded £ 3«4 million in the

first fiscal year, and £ 3-3 million in the second (l00)B
,

. Leopoldrille for the -time being remains ons o£. tb,e: 25 districts ,0!" the

former..Belgian Congo,

It has not yet been decidsd whether i.t will .jbecqme part

of 'a new State or a new^state by itself,

federation*

As to Eakar*

should

J-.o country be, turned, into a

thoro is.no clubstion of granting..the capital-a

special status,- but it must bo "borne in mind that the Second French.Republic*

as early as 1849,. open&d, wide horicons.to the "four communes" o.f Senegal by
<"putting then-on the same footing <>s the fc.cnie. country so far as participation
.in the natiojial- gove^nraont-t:^p( c(onoornod,

Trcm the.first.Wprld War; onwards,

the-African mayor of Takar "became an important figure, in me/Mropolitan..jB^

PROBLEMS RAISED BY UEBABTIZA-HOH

..-

■

-

.--.-,

....

Our endeavour in all the foregoing has been ±0 present* as objectively
as possible: the positive elements in the prooeus ocT urbanization" Which is

taking place before our very eyes in Tropical Afrioao
should point out
problems

that

this phenomenon at each

that demand solution-

In tackling these problems,

before conoludinig, we

stags and iri every Ifaceijy raises

. .

■ -

,-.

it is imy^ssible^to c'.«::tii;roc3 t^9

need for

good documentation, or the fact J"'-^ t'-.c Tr/^-.-i- :.r. no:-.t.hile ■fraG=reni;ary,elusive
and heterogeneous,
value.

so that compo.i'isous betwebu. one town arid another lose their

It must be emphasised that, while the connexion between local and

national problems must alvayd be borne in mind,

it is nonetheless erroneous

to suppose, as often happens, that problems take'-th'e same form overywhe're in
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a-given cotintry.

Every iown has its own problems, muoh as eve"ry i-individual.

The collection and publication of local-data is needed to permit ih^-J-; ;i
evaluation of the precise effects on an urban community of pfcen$ffi&na sttch as

'population growth.
towns,

There are policies which may prove11 disastrous for'bertain

even if justified in others,

-

v

The imbalance in the various elements of population created "by the growth
of towns is not peculiar to Africa, "but it nevertheless remains a "burden whose

"brunt1' must be measured against the strength of he

who has to bear-it.

In

modern economics static equilibrium at all points is no longer consi&ered
necessary Or even desirable; in fact,
"sigh of stagnation.

excessive equilibrium is too often a

Even in pre-industrial societies economi© booms,

as

observed'in several towns of Africa during the 19th;"oentury,: demanded constant
recruitment of slaves.

It was even;this very fact that-made those-who-governed

them early aware that the Europeans'

crusade against the slave trade-twould

inevitably disrupt the whole of their countries'

"based on suck trade.

economics so far as-' they were

But although the influx of able-bodied tfcen into the towns

does not necessarily seem undesirable, and although it seems well established

that any attempt to stop it will be in vain - doing more harm than good - there

is nevertheless a problem, namely that, since these men are in town> thby must
be fed and; allowed to raise families, while,, at the same, time the countryside
must not be neglected,

to itownss-

suffering as it dpes additional ills due ;fcp. the

drift

surplus of women, .children and old people, lack of labour or

equipment,, etc.,

...

:

-;

;

.

, ^..

The concept of "changing needs" already brought "Out in out'Study'of towns
;oan hero be extended to countries taken as a whole.

Just as _the urban

.population hao its own peculiar needs, the rural po.pulation: of, a- country on tho
way. to urbanization feels the effects of this phenomenon..

,.In fine,

^e, two

main elements in a country's population are united in their, need for rfcbe
equipment, i.;e. the investment,

Foo4 production must increase in..Qifij same

proportion as the-labour supply- devoted to its diminishes.

The. pnly^ alternative
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would consist in out-and^ut industrialization, suspending the production of
raw materials and sacrificing some part of industrial profits'for the

purchase of importad foodstuff.

This alternative should not be' rejected

a'P*l0ri> bu*it **em "an immediate possibility only in a few'cases,

For

the'time being, the majority of African towns need above alllo utilize '

their labour force in such a way as will simultaneously bring' the ^maximum
of benefit'to all-in the country.

Light industry, especially food and

textiles* springs to mind as* the most desirable solution "since it can enhance
the value of local agricultural products. It even seems likely to help to
restore a better population balance by keeping men in the countryside
'

^satisfied with higher income and by providing women with those opportunities
of employment in town which they do not have today.

&s indeed is one of

the leseons of history although one that has for long'been ignored.

The spate of investments after the second WorldHar was clearly. ;ma.rked
by a tendency to concentrate on certain priviledged poin.ts, which ,waei reflected

fcy the appearance on the maps of veritable "urban arohipslago^.in whi^ ,towns

already meriting the title of metropolises are shown surroun^tby "sa't^llites'S
while vast regions remain with hardly any" towns "at, all*

A-,minimum

:

...' ;

readjustment appeirs inevitable, since several colonial.federations -have

broken up into independent States of smaller dimensions anxious to build up
their own urban centres. However, to try to turn this particular tide would

appear to be as useless and as:i dangerous as trying to reverse the fundamental
trend towards urbanization. ' tfitjNtft disappearance of the ooloniaT factor,
revision- cridWa. ao a reversal, ;of all values - is all the less necessary
in that the urbanization process took the precise foS'of'a challenge to the

colonial system (especially in iii "trading economy'- aspeo*) and of a'component

essential to the success/.'of independence movements. ! The reasons why the

population of a particular region-conglomerated in certain tonne should be
studied in each specific case and ^erever they are proven to be sound, it is
-^around the centres already in existence that the development policV should
be framed.

;
■r ■1
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Since the acceptance of great human congeries is as inevitable in Africa
as elsewhere and consequently the desirability of finding them a livelihood
acknowledged, it remains.to "be seen whether these congeries can organize
themselves into peaceable and coherent groups.

The first point to stress is

that, they should "be, not organized, but allowed to organize themselves.
The distinction is fundamental though easy to forget.

It has. been the more

easily disregarded in that the "town-country" contrast has often been presented
as identical with the "Africa-West" contrast,

and a very high authority has

actually written that in Africa the urbanization problem is coupled with an
aooulturation problem that does not exist in Europe*

£rawn»

A distinction must be

the problem of aooulturatipn exists for many new town-dwellers through

out the entire world, whether they are newcomers from the countryside into
towns in their own country, or emigrants abroad.

Moreover this problem does

not neoessarily exist for all inhabitants of African cities,
latter are of the "colonial" or "artificial" type.

even where the

There are in Lagos,

families that have lived in town so long that they should be approached not
with, but for lessons on how to achieve an integrated community, with its own

system of values.

There is little difference between the situation of the

many families from Saint Louis and other towns in Senegal that have immigrated
to Dakar and that of those in Lagos,

Both situations are duplioated on a

smaller scale in many other towns of Tropical Africa.

Thus the social problem of urbanization turns out to be one less of
adaptation tyxan of recognition of the soundness of local facilities for
.adaptation.

This is not to understimate the problem.

The idea of imposing

metropolitan values seems .condemned by the abolition-1 of the colonial system
but these values seldom, had-a purely national oharacter.

To frame an urban

polioy truly respeotful of local value is -not much easier than the framing
of a universal charter of human rights* since at eaoh step there is the
temptation to aooept uncritically systems based on Western values.

This ■

ganger of net&npo©nti*ism" should be^kept in mind before starting to criticize
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or to ..denounce- the attitudes of women,, children and of certain minorities and
others-groups conspicuous for their resistance -fco Western influences, fcie*e:'is n6
social problem except whero thoso who represent the society in question^nirik
that the whole society should ;uni.te to suppress certain activities. Of course,all
societies demand a minimum, of harmony among their members and, objectively, .....

that minimum can be, said to be lacking whenever violent conflicts arise, between,
oertain groups, siioh as age, kin, tribal, ethnic, religious, or professional .....

groups, or when the authorities do not .manage to fulfil their bounden, duties./:..
There is no doubt that such confMots are now affeating :daily life *i'n many
African .towns, but their seriousness .is often exaggerated.

The one which-

attracts most attention's perhaps: that;underlying juvenile delinquency^ Here.
as elsewhere'there .is heed to gorbaiok to the local tradition which'lmow^> bow
to fill the gap that remains open in urban organization as it existsrifbir "the:n.

time being. ..The. child heeds ,a fuller training than what he gets frora^a school■-.;
ateepJsd in: ai tradition foreign^© his environment. Many African governnrentBV ■.:
in ' their .^various efforts to organize, youth, 'have already-shown at leas*

:

experimental paths-to; follow. .At the same time nowhere is>cfehe; problemof youth
separate from;-, the family: problem.

beoomes pressing.

Here, however,! the danger'Of"ehnodehtrism"

It is wrong to speak of the disappearance of the family in

a continent where the family never had the characteristic "nuclear" quality

(father, mother, and children alone) of the Western ideal.

The most that can

be said is that this type of family is slow in appearing, and those observers
who are acquainted with kinship group questions note the persistence in the

urban environment of the traditional tendency to form groups according to line

of descent and to keep them in oontrol of, for example, property.

It must be

borne in mind that the two questions of family and property are closely linked
together and that any growth of individual property is a threat to the

"extended" family concept.

The new urban family will have to decide in how

far to oling to or depart from its traditions.
most discussed is the dowry.

At the present time, the question

It does not seem to be a purely social matter.
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The. dowry is_ a problem /because all money questions, are problems,,-at the stag©
of unbalanced,and, disjointed growth throu$i whioja the Afrioan economies are
now passing.

. .;

"At first it seems that the question of tradition hardly domes into the

problem of municipal administration, owing to the newness of the towns and
of the' technical problems arising in them.:

But even within the Western

framework good municipal administration in Africa demands a rare familiarity
withthe realities of two different^worlds.

Many municipal budgets need

revision to establish, .among other things, whether, the, Eurofpean-style taxes
have a wide enough base on. which to stand when levied in ;Afr;ica.

The, rates j.

system introduced from tjie United Kingdom, for. instanoo, can be applied on^y-

■

to buildings of greater value than of the majority of Afrioan .dwellings.

Local culture comes into its own as soon as the purely technical field is left,
behind.

In many oases the. town-dwellers of -.Tropical Africa have already

reformed their own institutions and havft.themselves set up..authorities that are

those neither of the trit>e or of the ^administration.

Official, recognition of -;■>

these substitute leaders-will perhaps help ,tp maintain public or,der more

efficiently and less expensively than, institutions of Western origin..

"*i

£'-.•;

- .
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